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    LN Webworks: Mastering PHP Debugging: A Guide to Xdebug in Lando & DDEV for Drupal
  


  
      5. Februar 2024 - 12:03
  


  
    Did you know that the first-ever computer bug wasn't a piece of software code, but an actual moth? Now, let's talk about something related but not quite as buggy – website development.


Debugging is like fixing problems in a website's code. It's important because it helps Drupal developers find and solve issues, making the website work better. To do this, you need the right tools. One handy tool for PHP (a programming language often used in web development) is XDebug.


In this article, we’ll share the steps and things you need to know to set up PHP debugging using XDebug. We'll focus on using Lando and DDEV setups for Drupal. And to make things even better, we'll be using the VS Code IDE (that stands for Integrated Development Environment). Let’s get started! 


A Close Look at XDebug

XDebug is a powerful debugger that makes it easier for PHP developers to create a smooth functioning website. Here are some core features of it: 
  






  
    The Drop Times: NEWSLETTER DRAFTING
  


  
      5. Februar 2024 - 9:59
  


  
    Dear Readers,
There is a philosophy popularised as "Open Education" which is based on the way people produce, share, and build on knowledge. The Open Education Consortium states that, 
"sharing is probably the most basic characteristic of education: education is sharing knowledge, insights, and information with others, upon which new knowledge, skills, ideas and understanding can be built."
Open education and open-source software converge on the fundamental belief in the power of openness, collaboration, and accessibility. They share a philosophy centered on democratizing knowledge and technology by removing barriers to access, promoting transparency, and fostering community-driven development. In both domains, open or not, individuals should be encouraged to actively participate, contribute, and collaborate, whether in creating educational resources or improving software functionality.
It is no secret that the educational industry is one of the largest adopters of Drupal, while scrounging through Drupal.org, one can find a statistic stating that 71% of the top hundred universities use Drupal. Put forward by Kevin Reynen (University of Colorado), we at The DropTimes headed by Vimal Joseph embarked on a project to validate and substantiate this claim with proper evidence. The analysis resulted in a strong correlation between Drupal and university rankings. Notably, 80% of the top 100 universities utilize Drupal on at least one of their websites.
Find the list of selected universities for the analysis by The DropTimes here and also Vimal Joseph shares the journey behind this conclusion for the readers to understand and contribute relevant information.
In the previous week, I also had the opportunity to publish an interview featuring Boyan Borisov,  VP of Digital Solutions Europe at FFW. In an email correspondence, Boyan Borisov shared his journey of becoming a Drupal enthusiast and probed into transitioning through different roles at FFW. The interview also discusses Boyan's involvement with the Drupal Community, the benefits and challenges of transitioning from individual Drupal sites to a unified multi-brand ecosystem using Drupal Multisite, and most importantly his thoughts on the future of Drupal. For a detailed read refer to, "Drupal's Future Excites and Warrants Consideration: Boyan Borisov."
Michael Richardson emerged as the victor in The Event Organizers Working Group Elections. Richardson shared his gratitude for the opportunity with The DropTimes and remarks that "Two Michaels are better than one," reflecting the enthusiasm surrounding this recent development.  
  






  
    Nonprofit Drupal posts: FREE DrupalCon Portland Ticket! Volunteer to lead a breakout session at the Nonprofit Summit.
  


  
      2. Februar 2024 - 22:31
  


  
    UPDATE!
We have confirmed with the Drupal Association that Nonprofit Summit breakout leaders will receive FREE admission to the conference. So submit your ideas today!

You don’t have to be a developer to lead a discussion! We still need topic ideas that include the experiences of Drupal site builders and Drupal users, content editors, and decision-makers, in addition to technical topics.

(Side note to CiviCRM fans: we've heard you loud and clear. This topic is thoroughly represented.)

Original Message
Hey nonprofit Drupal users! The DA is interested in supporting community-driven content that is specifically relevant to nonprofit organization staff and related agencies at DrupalCon North America in Portland, Oregon, at the Nonprofit Summit on May 9, 2024.

We are looking for volunteers who would be interested in giving back to the community by contributing some subject matter expertise via a day of informal breakout sessions or other group activities. We are open to ideas!

Who are we looking for?
Do you have some Drupal expertise or a recent experience with a Drupal project that you would like to share with others? Is there something about Drupal that you think is really cool that you would love to share with the nonprofit Drupal community?

What’s required?
You will not be required to make slides! You don’t need to have lots of (or any) speaking experience! All you need is a willingness to facilitate a discussion group or engaging activity around a particular topic, and some expertise or enthusiasm for that topic that you wish to share. 

How to Submit an Idea or Topic
Please fill out this form by February 13th and we will get back to you as soon as we are able. Thank you! https://forms.gle/MJthh68rsFeZsuVc8

Discussion leaders will be selected by the Nonprofit Summit Planning Committee and will be notified by the end of February. 

Questions? 
Email nonprofitsummit@association.drupal.org.
  






  
    The Drop Times: Introducing Gaido: Your Go-To Drupal Development Guide
  


  
      2. Februar 2024 - 19:34
  


  
    Gaido Drupal Gpt, introduced by Alejandro Madrigal Leiva, emerges as the indispensable assistant for Drupal developers, designed to navigate the complexities of the platform, offering contextualized guidance and accelerating problem-solving through its integration into the development workflow.  






  
    The Drop Times: Drupal 10's Cache API: How It's Setting New Standards in Web Speed
  


  
      1. Februar 2024 - 18:34
  


  
    Drupal 10 emerges as a performance leader in web development, defying expectations with its sophisticated caching system and surpassing its counterparts in speed and efficiency, making it a testament to its enduring excellence.  
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    Drupal is a predominant Content Management System among the world's leading educational institutions, with 80% of the top 100 universities globally opting to utilize Drupal for their websites. This substantial adoption underscores Drupal's robustness, flexibility, and suitability for academic environments, marking it a preferred choice for higher education websites.  
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    Read our roadmap to understand how this work falls into priorities set by the Drupal Association with direction and collaboration from the Board and community. You can also review the Drupal project roadmap.


Drupalcon Lille 2023
Did you miss DrupalCon Europe in Lille in October? It was a great event, with close to 1300 attendees. 

Check out our general event recap for more details: DrupalCon Lille 2023 Recap – Getting Together With the Drupal Community 

Driesnote Lille 2023
The #Driesnote provided a great summary of progress on Drupal's strategic initiatives since DrupalCon Pittsburgh in May.

On top of that, this keynote hides a surprise on the format. Dries the storyteller. If you haven´t watched it yet, just go ahead before you continue reading this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08FaXNSVDrA

MVP organisation of the month
As we are heading towards the end for most or all of the projects, and some of them are starting to hand over their final deliveries, I would like to highlight the huge meaningful contribution that the PitchBurgh donors mean for the innovation in Drupal. Let me highlight those organisations that contributed to the project of this, in particular:

	Acquia
	1xInternet
	Skilld
	Palantir
	Digital Polygon
	Zoocha
	ImageX
	Acquia
	Autommattic


MVP individual of the month
This month my MVP of the month is AmyJune. Everyone at PitchBurgh has been fantastic, but in particular AmyJune has been a joy to work with. She is extremely committed and passionate about what she does, very easy to work with and always ahead of what was needed. Even when she was busy with other issues, she would find the time to come back to you and give you a hand with whatever was needed. Thanks AmyJune, you are a star and a great person.

Would you like to nominate a fantastic individual or organisation for our next update? Email me with your candidates: alex.moreno@association.drupal.org

Project Browser
Project browser refers to all infrastructure work related to supporting the Project Browser Initiative.

When the Project Browser is available in production, it can be included in the next Drupal 10 release, and then Drupal end users will be able to browse and install Drupal extensions directly from the admin ui -- and all the composer steps are done for them in the background.

The current path to production is:

Finish Secure Signing infrastructure

Migrate/update Drupal.org database

Configure CDN to allow routing of

D7 vs D10 paths

Configure data sync from D7->D10 endpoints

Deploy Package Endpoints to production

Automatic Updates
Automatic updates is a strategic initiative. Once completed it should make Drupal maintenance easier for many small and medium sites.

Both automatic updates & project browser will be making it easier to change the code of your Drupal site. This makes it even more important to trust the supply chain providing that code. 

In order to make Drupal's automatic updates secure, we are implementing the TUF standard for package signing.

We are increasing supply-chain security with The Update Framework - TUF. We were not able to find an implementation of the TUF standard which supported automated signing. We solved it using Rugged, a Python project built by Consensus Enterprises which uses the TUF reference implementation and takes care of that automation.

We are integrating signing metadata from packages.drupal.org,

packagist.org for Drupal core, and the packaged zip files Composer installs

Currently we have a proof of concept deployed in a staging environment

What is done or mostly done:

	Contrib signing
	Core signing
	Server side security review
	Drupal side security review


Next steps:

	Server side signing system being readied for production. 
	Framework manager review
	Release manager review


Supply chain security 


Goal: The Update Framework, TUF, is a standard for signing metadata that provides defence against a number of attacks against software update systems.

Update:

	Using TUF (The Update Framework)
	We are integrating signing metadata from packages.drupal.org, packagist.org for Drupal core, and the packaged zip files Composer install


The Update Framework, TUF, is a standard for signing metadata that provides defence against a number of attacks against software update systems. 

That’s only a standard, we needed an implementation. That’s been done by a contract with Consensus Enterprises, who built Rugged. 

The remaining piece is telling Rugged what to sign. In TUF, something that’s signed is a target. Everything in the software update process should be signed. Both automatic updates and project browser are using Composer, so we are integrating signing of packages.drupal.org metadata, Drupal core metadata on Packagist.org, and the packaged zip files that Composer installs. 

As per Q3 2023 we have a proof of concept of the stack deployed, successfully signing what we have. We’re filling the last gaps, including signing metadata about security releases. And we’re working to make it production-ready, including getting a security audit by a 3rd party.

Security Audit
We have partnered with Open Source Technology Improvement Fund, connected to a security auditing firm: Include security

They have previously worked in auditing other TUF implementations.

Audit process has kicked off. Scope:

	php-tuf
	Rugged
	Prod deployment best practices


Gitlab acceleration initiative


Gitlab acceleration pursues multiple goals:

Make Code contribution to the Drupal project easier. 

Adopt standard tools and adapt for the Drupal ecosystem. 

Preserve the collaborative nature of Drupal.

Helps Drupal.org update past Drupal 7.

Update:

We are now feature complete with DrupalCI and we are turning off some DrupalCI features in favour of GitLab CI. It must work with core & contrib, for both Current Drupal & Legacy D7. Contrib testing for modern Drupal versions is available today.

In progress: 

	single sign on,
	simplifying drupal.org (commit pages,  profiles, credit system),
	issue collaboration,
	issue credit.




Gitlab CI
If you are a project maintainer, GitLab CI is a tool you can enable to run automated tests whenever you make changes to your code, or whenever a contributor submits a merge request.

Core testing is now 5x times faster. What used to take 50 minutes, now takes less than 10 minutes.

Improved speed and performance have a direct translation into improved productivity

Update:

	Gitlab CI available today: https://drupal.org/docs/gitlabci
	Updating the contrib templates to take advantage of core testing optimizations 
	Finalizing D7 core and contrib support to carry us through D7 EOL 
	Establishing security testing process with GitLab CI 
	More about gitlab templates in drupal.org/project/gitlab_templates 
	More information in https://drupal.org/about/core/blog/drupal-cores-gitlab-ci-testing-is-now-five-times-faster-than-drupalci


Remaining tasks:

	Finalise the last testing combinations
	Ensure private security testing process works in GitLab CI
	Deprecate DrupalCI


What is left to have all sites in Drupal 10


Goal: Harmonising the whole portfolio of sites of the Drupal Association to the same Drupal version will help spending the resources better.

Updates:

	Drupal 7 EOL is finally arriving in January 2024.
	auth/SSO. Migration code is ready for review
	Bluecheese theme. Port mostly complete
	Production infrastructure. Major DB migrations for drupal.org


Next sites to move to Drupal 10:

	api.drupa.org
	localize.drupal.org
	www.drupal.org 


events.drupal.org 
Social events listing feature being developed by our intern Haroms Terfasa 

The site has been upgraded from D9 to D10, which means that it now has sites hosted ranging from D6???? to D10.

Drupal.org Update to Drupal 10
	SSO (D7/D10) - Q4’24
	CDN Config for partial migration - Q4’24
	Homepage and key marketing pages - Q4’24
	Drupal Association section/site - Q4’24


Status

	https://events.drupal.org/ DONE
	Api.Drupal.org (Migration written, awaiting deployment) - Q4’24
	Localize.drupal.org (Migration written, awaiting SSO & deployment) - Q1 '24
	jobs.drupal.org (needs strategic decision) - Q3 '24
	security.drupal.org (being replaced by private GitLab) - Q3 '24
	groups.drupal.org (largely replaced by /community/events) Still needs multilingual and interest groups - Q2 '24


Next milestones

	First D10 Marketing Pages
	Project Browser Endpoints
	Telemetry Initiative? (Pending core alignment)
	Deprecate DrupalCI - Summer '24
	Deprecate Drupal.org issues (bulk migrate remaining) - Fall '24


Drupal 7 End of Life
As we all (should?) know, Drupal 7 support comes to an end. New landing page finished and published: https://www.drupal.org/about/drupal-7/d7eol/partners

The purpose of this landing is to provide all the information about the EOL, what it means, the timelines, etc and what is more important, your options as a site owner.

The landing gives some guidance as well to some partners that can help migrating to the last version of Drupal, see https://www.drupal.org/about/drupal-7/d7eol/partners#mid-scale-migration-partners 

You can as well became Certified Migration Partners, visit this link if you are interested: https://www.drupal.org/about/drupal-7/d7eol/partner-program 

If you are not sure what resources you may need or even if you need a partner, the D7EOL landing page offers guidance as well, just go to the “Understanding your options as a Drupal 7 site owner” form.

Contribution Health Dashboards
The contribution Health Dashboards is an initiative we took on the last quarter of 2023 and we published our findings and statistics here. Read the blog post with all the information explained here.

Thanks to the Contribution Health Dashboards we can track what is happening in our community in terms of contribution, and take actions towards improving, amongst other things, how innovation happens in Drupal 
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    Are you working on a Drupal website and being tormented by a storm of issues? If the answer is yes, just know that you are not alone. Anyone who offers Drupal development services, be it a Drupal development company or an individual freelancer, encounters these issues during the development, deployment, or maintenance stage. 


Now, is your mind being boggled by the question, “Then, how do they manage to sail through the challenges they come across?” The answer lies in some sureshot debugging techniques that help in eradicating any issues you encounter while building or working on a Drupal site. 
  






  
    The Drop Times: Adapting Drupal Strategies for High Availability: The kino.dk Case Study at Novicell
  


  
      12. Januar 2024 - 9:24
  


  
    Explore Novicell's groundbreaking journey harnessing Drupal 10's power to revolutionize high-traffic websites, featuring the success story of kino.dk. Discover how they achieved 100% uptime and unparalleled performance.  






  
    Morpht: Search API Field Token module functionality merged in Search API 8.x-1.30
  


  
      12. Januar 2024 - 6:19
  


  
    Search API Field Token module functionality has been merged in Search API 8.x-1.30, and the Search API Field Token module reached End-of-life on 30 November 2023  






  
    Third & Grove: Rethinking AI for Your 2024 Marketing Strategy
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    We're thrilled to share that the Sovereign Tech Fund (STF), based in Germany, has generously entrusted the Drupal Association with a $300,000 USD service contract for work done to benefit the public. This funding is set to fuel two crucial projects that promise to strengthen security for Drupal and enhance the Drupal ecosystem.

The Sovereign Tech Fund (STF) supports the development, improvement, and maintenance of open digital infrastructure in the public interest. Its goal to strengthen the open source ecosystem sustainably, focusing on security, resilience, technological diversity, and the people behind the code. STF is funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK) and hosted at and supported by the German Federal Ag-ency for Disruptive Innovation GmbH (SPRIND).

The Drupal Association, along with the Drupal community, support Drupal with core support, community support, flagship programs, and new innovation. The Drupal Association is a unicorn in the software sector in terms of structure and true community - and is a leader for open source collaboration and an open web.

Project 1: Developer Tools Acceleration
This project will optimize GitLab CI, streamline user authentication with Keycloak, migrate Drupal contribution credits from the old issue queue to a new GitLab integration, create a seamless opt-in process for Drupal.org hosted projects to transition to GitLab issues, and develop an accessible learning guide. The guide will be a valuable resource for project maintainers looking to shift from Drupal.org's custom tooling to GitLab.

Project 2: Community Supply Chain Security
This initiative aims to enhance the security of the Drupal ecosystem by securing the signing prototype, conducting a third-party security audit of the PHP-TUF client and Rugged server, and performing a third-party security audit of the Drupal integration code. Additionally, the project will deploy secure signing in a production environment, further bolstering the security measures in place.

This funding aligns perfectly with the Drupal Association's strategic priorities. It enables us to make significant strides towards our goals, particularly in terms of optimizing our workflows through GitLab and enhancing our security measures with secure signing. Both projects will conclude before 31 March 2024.

The partnership with STF allows us to make a positive difference in the Drupal community and advance the open source platform for all users. We are grateful to the Sovereign Tech Fund for their generous support. Their funding shows dedication to open source and their belief in the Drupal Association and the community's ability to innovate and ensure the future of web development.
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    Hey nonprofit Drupal users! The DA is interested in supporting community-driven content that is specifically relevant to nonprofit organization staff and related agencies at DrupalCon North America in Portland, Oregon, at the Nonprofit Summit on May 9, 2024.

We are looking for volunteers who would be interested in giving back to the community by contributing some subject matter expertise via a day of informal breakout sessions or other group activities. We are open to ideas!

Who are we looking for?
Do you have some Drupal expertise or a recent experience with a Drupal project that you would like to share with others? Is there something about Drupal that you think is really cool that you would love to share with the nonprofit Drupal community?

What’s required?
You will not be required to make slides! You don’t need to have lots of (or any) speaking experience! All you need is a willingness to facilitate a discussion group or engaging activity around a particular topic, and some expertise or enthusiasm for that topic that you wish to share. 

How to Submit an Idea or Topic
Please fill out this form by February 13th and we will get back to you as soon as we are able. Thank you! https://forms.gle/MJthh68rsFeZsuVc8

Discussion leaders will be selected by the Nonprofit Summit Planning Committee and will be notified by the end of February. 

Questions? 
Email nonprofitsummit@association.drupal.org.
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    In Drupal 8 and later versions, the routing system allows developers to define routes for various pages in their applications. These routes can include placeholder elements in the path, which are essentially variables or dynamic values in the URL. These placeholders are enclosed in curly braces, such as {node} in the example I have provided.


How upcasting parameters work: Step-by-Step Process

Placeholder Elements



These are parts of the URL that are variable or dynamic.In the example, /node/{node}, {node} is a placeholder indicating that this part of the URL can vary. The placeholders are named to make them identifiable. In the example, {node} is named to indicate that it represents a node ID.


Upcasting

Upcasting refers to the process of converting a placeholder value from the URL into an actual object instance.In the example, the system wants to convert the {node} placeholder value into an actual node object.
  






  
    Web Wash: Getting Started with Gutenberg (Block Editor) in Drupal (2024)
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    The Gutenberg Editor is a powerful page building tool for Drupal that utilizes a block building system to create and edit content.



This comprehensive guide walks you through each step of setting up and using the Gutenberg Editor.



From downloading and installing the Gutenberg module, to enabling it on your content types, and finally using it to create your content using blocks, this guide has you covered.



To get the most out of this guide, follow the video above.
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    Multimedia content, such as engaging videos, insightful podcasts, and vibrant images, is meant to captivate, inform, and entertain website users. However, while creating an immersive world of multimedia experiences, it’s necessary to be mindful of the people with a wide range of impairments who need alternative ways to perceive the content. 
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    The greatest advantage of Symfony Messenger is arguably the ability to send and process messages in a different thread almost immediately. This post covers the worker that powers this functionality.

  
  by
      daniel.phin
        / 11 January 2024This post is part 3 in a series about Symfony Messenger.
	Introducing Symfony Messenger integrations with Drupal
	Symfony Messenger’ message and message handlers, and comparison with @QueueWorker
	Real-time: Symfony Messenger’ Consume command and prioritised messages
	Automatic message scheduling and replacing hook_cron
	Adding real-time processing to QueueWorker plugins
	Making Symfony Mailer asynchronous: integration with Symfony Messenger
	Displaying notifications when Symfony Messenger messages are processed
	Future of Symfony Messenger in Drupal

The Symfony Messenger integration, including the worker, is provided by the SM project. The worker is tasked with listening for messages ready to be dispatched from an asynchronous transport, such as the Doctrine database transport. The worker then re-dispatches the message onto the bus.
Some messages may be added to a bus with no particular execution time, in which case they are serialised by the original thread. Then unserialised almost immediately by the consume command in a different thread.
Since Messenger has the concept of delaying messages until a particular date, the DelayStamp can be utilised. The consume command respects this stamp and will not redispatch a message until the time is right.
The worker is found in the sm console application, rather than Drush. When SM is installed, Composer makes the application available in your bin directory. Typically at /vendor/bin/sm
The command takes one or more transports as the argument. For example if you’re using the Doctrine transport, the command would be:
sm messenger:consume doctrine
Multiple instances of the worker may be run simultaneously to improve throughput.
The worker. Messages output to stdout for demonstration purposes.Prioritised messagesThe worker allows you to prioritise the processing of messages by which transport a message was dispatched to. Transport prioritisation is achieved by adding a space separated list of transports as the command argument.
For example, given transports defined in a site-level services.yml file:
parameters:
  sm.transports:
    doctrine:
      dsn: 'doctrine://default?table_name=messenger_messages'
    highpriority:
      dsn: 'doctrine://default?table_name=messenger_messages_high'
    lowpriority:
      dsn: 'doctrine://default?table_name=messenger_messages_low'
In this case, the command would be sm messenger:consume highpriority doctrine lowpriority
Routing from messages to transports must also be configured appropriately. For example, you may decide Email messages are the highest priority. \Symfony\Component\Mailer\Messenger\SendEmailMessage would be mapped to highpriority:
parameters:
  sm.routing:
    Symfony\Component\Mailer\Messenger\SendEmailMessage: highpriority
    Drupal\my_module\LessImportantMessage: lowpriority
    '*': doctrine
More information on routing can be found in the previous post.
The transport a message is sent to may also be overridden on an individual message basis by utilising the Symfony\Component\Messenger\Stamp\TransportNamesStamp stamp. Though for simplicity I’d recommend sticking to standard routing.
Running the CLI applicationThe sm worker listens and processes messages, and is designed to run forever. A variety of built in flags are included, with the ability to quit when a memory or time limit is reached, or when a certain number of messages are processed or fail. Flags can be combined to process available messages and quit, much like drush queue:run.
Further information on how to use the worker in production can be found in the Consuming Messages (Running the Worker) documentation.
The next post covers Cron and Scheduled messages, a viable replacement to hook_cron.

      Tagged
  
      Symfony,      Symfony Messenger,      Symfony Console,      CLI  

  






  
    The Drop Times: Essential Drupal Modules that Help you Prevent Spam
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    Discover essential modules and external services in Drupal designed to combat spam effectively, including CAPTCHA-based defences, non-CAPTCHA solutions, and external spam prevention services. Safeguard your website from unwanted traffic and malicious content with these powerful tools and strategies.  
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    DrupalCon 2024 is approaching soon, and you can’t wait to head to vibrant Portland. If this is you, you also must be stressed about persuading your boss to invest in your attendance at the Drupal event of the year. But don’t worry, we’ve got you covered! This article is your go-to resource, where you’ll find all the ammo you need to make your case. Let’s get started!

But First, Are You Convinced About Attending DrupalCon?
Naturally, your organization has various factors to weigh, with the primary concern being whether sending you to DrupalCon Portland is worth their investment. But the pivotal question is the value you see in it. Explore our list of strong reasons to attend DrupalCon 2024.

	For everyone - DrupalCon, the biggest open-source event in North America, offers a unique experience for all Drupal enthusiasts—whether you're diving into Drupal for the first time or have been a community member for years. The benefits of attending are vast.
	Training - Learn specific skills relevant to your role through targeted training at DrupalCon. Develop a deep knowledge of Drupal directly relevant to your career, ensuring a direct and positive return on investment. (Can we mention some of the Training sessions lined-up for DCON 2024?)
	Sessions - Dive into sessions led by the Drupal experts at DrupalCon. These are not just classes; they're conversations with the thought leaders who know their Drupal inside out. It's not just learning; it's getting hands-on wisdom from the best in the biz. (Can we mention some of the sessions lined-up for DCON 2024?)
	Keynotes - Want a front-row seat to the State of Drupal and the future of the web? Then you cannot miss out on DriesNote. Plus, there are other keynotes that'll fire up your imagination about what's possible in the digital world.
	Networking - Imagine being in a room with thousands of Drupal enthusiasts at DrupalCon. It's a community buzzing with passion. Got Drupal questions? Tap into a wealth of knowledge and enthusiasm at one of the largest open-source communities. Hallway Tracks and Exhibition areas are the heart of networking at DrupalCon. Who knows, you might just score a selfie with Dries on your stroll!
	Industry Summits - It's not just about networking—it's about conversing with peers who've been there, done that. Learn the nitty-gritty of industry best practices at industry summits like Higher Education Summit, Nonprofit Summit, Government Summit, and Community Summit. Discover how to tackle business challenges head-on with Drupal solutions, giving your job skills a serious boost.
	Peer Connection - It’s a chance to connect with folks who share the same passion as you. Swap stories, share insights, and stay in the loop about the latest in Drupal. Learn firsthand from those who get your role and challenges.
	Contribution Sprint - If you’re new to Drupal contributions, get hands-on guidance and sprint mentoring by experts. Whether you’re a coder or a non-coder, they are ways for everyone to participate in community contribution sprints to amplify the power of Drupal together.


Sample Letter to Your Boss
Here’s a sample letter to help you convince your boss about attending DrupalCon 2024. We guarantee they'll see the light!


Dear [Boss’s Name],

I am writing to express my strong interest in attending DrupalCon 2024 in Portland, Oregon, and to request your approval for participation in this significant event. I believe that attending DrupalCon will not only benefit my professional development but also contribute to the success of our team and the company as a whole.

Here are several compelling reasons why my attendance at DrupalCon is beneficial for us:

	
Industry Insights: Networking at Industry Summits will keep us updated on best practices and innovative solutions.


	
Strategic Vision: Keynotes, especially DriesNote, offer strategic insights vital for our long-term planning.


	
Community Engagement: Networking with thousands of community members ensures immediate answers and collaborations.


	
Role-Specific Learning: Connecting with peers in our specific roles provides insights into the latest in Drupal.


	
Contribution Sprint: Active participation contributes to Drupal's strength, enhancing our company's reputation.




I am seeking approval for the associated expenditures, which include:





EXPENSE



AMOUNT





Airfare






Visa Fees (if required)






Ground Transportation






Hotel






Meals






Conference Ticket






TOTAL EXPENSE






[Add this line if you’re traveling from overseas] The Drupal Association can issue an official letter of invitation to obtain a visa for my travel to the United States.

The Drupal Association can also issue a Certificate of Attendance for the conference if required for our records.

Please accept this proposal to attend, as I'm confident in the significant return we will receive for the small investment. For more information on the event, please visit the conference website: https://events.drupal.org/portland2024.

I'm available to discuss this further at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

[Your Full Name]

[Your Position]

[Your Contact Information]
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    This post covers Symfony Messenger’s message and message handlers, which are the day to day code developers using features of Symfony Messenger typically will be working on.

  
  by
      daniel.phin
        / 10 January 2024This post is part 2 in a series about Symfony Messenger.
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The Symfony Messenger integration with Drupal provided by the SM project is the only requirement for the following examples.
A message itself is very flexible, as it doesn't require annotations, attributes, or specific class namespace. It only needs to be a class serialisable by Symfony. For simplicity, don’t include any complex objects like Drupal entities. Opt to store entity UUIDs instead.
At its most simple implementation, a message handler is:
	a class at the Messenger\ namespace
	with a #[AsMessageHandler] class attribute
	an __invoke method. Where its first argument is an argument typehinted with the message class.

Example message and message handler:
namespace Drupal\my_module;

final class MyMessage {

  public function __construct(public string $foo) {}

}
namespace Drupal\my_module\Messenger;

use Drupal\Core\State\StateInterface;
use Symfony\Component\Messenger\Attribute\AsMessageHandler;

#[AsMessageHandler]
final class MyMessageHandler {

  public function __construct(StateInterface $state) {}

  public function __invoke(\Drupal\my_module\MyMessage $message): void {
    // Do something with $message.
    $this->state->set('storage', $message->foo);
  }

}And dispatch code:
$bus = \Drupal::service(\Symfony\Component\Messenger\MessageBusInterface::class);
$bus->dispatch(new MyMessage(foo: 'bar'));Non-autowirable dependency injection
Message handlers use autowiring by default, so you don’t need ContainerFactoryPluginInterface and friends.
In the rare case that dependencies are not autowirable, you can opt to define a message handler as a tagged service instead of a class with #[AsMessageHandler] attribute and define dependencies explicitly. The same __invoke and argument typehinting semantics apply.
services:
  my_module.my_message_handler:
    class: Drupal\my_module\Messenger\MyMessageHandler
	arguments:
      - '@my_module.myservice'
    tags:
      - { name: messenger.message_handler }
Comparison with Legacy Drupal QueuesTypically, when setting up a Drupal queue, you’ll be putting together a rigid class with a verbose annotation. When compared to the functionality of the messenger and handler above, the equivalent @QueueWorker looks like:
namespace Drupal\my_module\Plugin\QueueWorker;

use Drupal\Core\Plugin\ContainerFactoryPluginInterface;
use Drupal\Core\Queue\QueueWorkerBase;
use Drupal\Core\State\StateInterface;
use Symfony\Component\DependencyInjection\ContainerInterface;

/**
 * @QueueWorker(
 *   id = "my_module_queue",
 *   title = @Translation("My Module Queue"),
 *   cron = {"time" = 60}
 * )
 */
final class MyModuleQueue extends QueueWorkerBase implements ContainerFactoryPluginInterface {

  private function __construct(
    array $configuration,
    $plugin_id,
    $plugin_definition,
    private StateInterface $state,
  ) {
    parent::__construct($configuration, $plugin_id, $plugin_definition);
  }

  public static function create(ContainerInterface $container, array $configuration, $plugin_id, $plugin_definition): static {
    return new static(
      $configuration,
      $plugin_id,
      $plugin_definition,
      $container->get('state'),
    );
  }

  public function processItem(mixed $data): void {
    // Do something with $data.
    $this->state->set('storage', $data['foo']);
  }

}And dispatch code
\Drupal::service('queue')
  ->get('my_module_queue')
  ->createItem(['foo' => 'bar']);Notice the hard-to-remember annotation, boilerplate dependency injection, and mixed-type processItem argument $data . In comparison, Symfony Messenger messages and message handlers are easier to use thanks to PHP attributes.
Routing messages to transportsAll messages will be handled synchronously by default. To route messages to specific transports, routing needs to be configured.
Behind the scenes, routing is a simple map of class/namespaces to transports defined in a container parameter.
parameters:
  sm.routing:
    Drupal\my_module\MyMessage: doctrine
    Drupal\my_module\MyMessage2: synchronous
    'Drupal\my_module\*': doctrine
    '*': doctrineKeys are either verbatim class names, partial class namespace followed by asterisk, or a standalone asterisk indicating the fallback. The values are the machine name of a transport. SM includes a synchronous transport out of the box, which indicates messages are handled in the same thread as it is dispatched. The doctrine database transport is available as a separate module. I’d recommend always using an asynchronous transport like Doctrine.
Routing configuration UISM includes a configuration UI submodule that allows site builders to build a routing map without needing to mess with YAML. The container parameter is set automatically as soon as the form is saved.
Advanced usage of messages and handlersAdding stamps to messagesA common use case for adding stamps to a message is to delay the message for an amount of time. A stamp is created and attached to the envelope containing the message to be processed:
$envelope = new Envelope(
  message: new MyMessage(foo: 'bar'),
  stamps: [\Symfony\Component\Messenger\Stamp\DelayStamp::delayUntil(new \DateTimeImmutable('tomorrow'))],
);
$bus = \Drupal::service(\Symfony\Component\Messenger\MessageBusInterface::class);
$bus->dispatch($envelope);Multiple handlers per messageFor more advanced use cases, multiple handlers can be configured for a message. Useful if you want to listen for messages that you do not own. For example, additional handling of the Symfony Mailer email message:
namespace Drupal\my_module\Messenger;

use Symfony\Component\Messenger\Attribute\AsMessageHandler;
use Drupal\Core\State\StateInterface;

#[AsMessageHandler]
final class MyMessageHandler {

  public function __construct(StateInterface $state) {}

  public function __invoke(\Symfony\Component\Mailer\Messenger\SendEmailMessage $message): void {
    $this->state->set(
      'sent_emails_counter', 
      $this->state->get('sent_emails_counter', 0) + 1,
    );
  }

}Both this custom handler and the original \Symfony\Component\Mailer\Messenger\MessageHandler::__invoke handler will be invoked.
Multiple messages per handlerHandlers can be configured to handle multiple message types. Instead of using the #[AsMessageHandler] attribute on the class, use it with methods.
namespace Drupal\my_module\Messenger;

use Drupal\Core\State\StateInterface;
use Symfony\Component\Messenger\Attribute\AsMessageHandler;

final class MyMessageHandler {

  #[AsMessageHandler]
  public function myHandler1(\Drupal\my_module\MyMessage $message): void {
    // Do something with $message.
  }

  #[AsMessageHandler]
  public function myHandler2(\Drupal\my_module\MyMessage2 $message2): void {
    // Do something with $message2.
  }

}The next post covers the worker, the heart of messenger’s real-time capabilities.
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